Abstract. Interval computations estimate the uncertainty of the result of data processing in situations in which we only know the upper bounds ∆ on the measurement errors. In interval computations, at each intermediate stage of the computation, we have intervals of possible values of the corresponding quantities. As a result, we often have bounds with excess width. In this paper, we show that one way to remedy this problem is to extend interval technique to rough-set computations, where at each stage, in addition to intervals of possible values of the quantities, we also keep rough sets representing possible values of pairs (triples, etc.). The paper's outline is as follows: we formulate the main problem (Section 1), briefly overview interval computations techniques solve this problem (Section 2), and then explain how the main ideas behind interval computation techniques can be extended to computations with rough sets (Section 3).
Formulation of the Problem
Need for interval computations. In many real-life situations, we need to process data, i.e., to apply an algorithm f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) to measurement results x 1 , . . . , x n .
Measurements are never 100% accurate, so in reality, the actual value x i of i-th measured quantity can differ from the measurement result x i . Because of these measurement errors ∆x i def = x i − x i , the result y = f ( x 1 , . . . , x n ) of data processing is, in general, different from the actual value y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of the desired quantity y.
In many practical situations, we only know the upper bound ∆ i on the (absolute value of) the measurement errors ∆x i . In such situations, the only information that we have about the (unknown) actual value of y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is that y belongs to the range y = [y, y] of the function f over the box x 1 ×. . .×x n : y = [y, y] = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) def = {f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) | x 1 ∈ x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ x n }.
The process of computing this interval range based on the input intervals x i is called interval computations; see, e.g., [4] . Case of fuzzy uncertainty and its reduction to interval uncertainty. In addition to bounds, we can also have expert estimates on ∆x i . An expert usually describes his/her uncertainty by using words from a natural language, like "most probably, the value of the quantity is between 3 and 4". To formalize this knowledge, it is natural to use fuzzy set theory, a formalism specifically designed for describing this type of informal ("fuzzy") knowledge; see, e.g., [5] .
In fuzzy set theory, the expert's uncertainty about x i is described by a fuzzy set, i.e., by a function µ i (x i ) which assigns, to each possible value x i of the i-th quantity, the expert's degree of certainty that x i is a possible value. A fuzzy set can also be described as a nested family of α-cuts
Zadeh's extension principle can be used to transform the fuzzy sets for x i into a fuzzy set for y. It is known that for continuous functions f on a bounded domain this principle is equivalent to saying that, for every α,
In other words, fuzzy data processing can be implemented as layer-by-layer interval computations. In view of this reduction, in the following text, we will mainly concentrate on interval computations.
Interval Computations: Brief Reminder
Interval computations: main idea. Historically the first method for computing the enclosure for the range is the method which is sometimes called "straightforward" interval computations. This method is based on the fact that inside the computer, every algorithm consists of elementary operations (arithmetic operations, min, max, etc.). For each elementary operation f (a, b), if we know the intervals a and b for a and b, we can compute the exact range f (a, b). The corresponding formulas form the so-called interval arithmetic:
In straightforward interval computations, we repeat the computations forming the program f step-by-step, replacing each operation with real numbers by the corresponding operation of interval arithmetic. It is known that, as a result, we get an enclosure Y ⊇ y for the desired range. From main idea to actual computer implementation. Not every real number can be exactly implemented in a computer; thus, e.g., after implementing an operation of interval arithmetic, we must enclose the result [r − , r + ] in a computerrepresentable interval: namely, we must round-off r − to a smaller computerrepresentable value r, and round-off r + to a larger computer-representable value r.
Sometimes, we get excess width. In some cases, the resulting enclosure is exact; in other cases, the enclosure has excess width. The excess width is inevitable since straightforward interval computations increase the computation time by at most a factor of 4, while computing the exact range is, in general, NP-hard (see, e.g., [6] ), even for computing the population variance
x i (see [3] ). If we get excess width, then we can use techniques such as centered form, bisection, etc., to get a better estimate; see, e.g., [4] . 
Rough Set Computations
Main idea. The main idea behind (rough) set computations (see, e.g., [1, 7, 8] In the above example, instead of just keeping two intervals x 1 = x 2 = [0, 1], we would then also generate and keep the set
Then, the desired range is computed as the range of x 1 − x 2 over this set -which is exactly [0, 0.25].
How can we propagate this set uncertainty via arithmetic operations? Let us describe this on the example of addition, when, in the computation of f , we use two previously computed values x i and x j to compute a new value x k := x i + x j . In this case, we set
}, and for every l ̸ = i, j, we take
From main idea to actual computer implementation. In interval computations, we cannot represent an arbitrary interval inside the computer, we need an enclosure.
Similarly, we cannot represent an arbitrary set inside a computer, we need an enclosure.
To describe such enclosures, we fix the number C of granules (e.g., C = 10). We divide each interval x i into C equal parts X i ; thus each box x i ×x j is divided into C 2 subboxes X i × X j . We then describe each set x ij by listing all subboxes X i × X j which have common elements with x ij ; the union of such subboxes is an enclosure for the desired set x ij . This enclosure is a P-upper approximation to the desired set.
This enables us to implement all above arithmetic operations. For example, to implement
we take all the subboxes X i × X j that form the set x ij ; for each of these subboxes, we enclosure the corresponding set of pairs {(
. This set may have non-empty intersection with several subboxes X i × X k ; all these subboxes are added to the computed enclosure for x ik . One can easily see that if we start with the exact range x ij , then the resulting enclosure for x ik is an (1/C)-approximation to the actual set -and so when C increases, we get more and more accurate representations of the desired set.
Similarly, to find an enclosure for
we consider all the triples of subintervals (X i , X j , X l ) for which X i × X j ⊆ x ij , X i × X l ⊆ x il , and X j × X l ⊆ x jl ; for each such triple, we compute the box (X i + X j ) × X l ; then, we add subboxes X k × X l which intersect with this box to the enclosure for x kl . If we divide into more and more pieces, we get the enclosure which is closer and closer to the exact range [0, 0.25].
How to Compute r ik . The above example is a good case to illustrate how we compute the range r 13 for r 3 Limitations of this approach. The main limitation of this approach is that when we need an accuracy ε, we must use ∼ 1/ε granules; so, if we want to compute the result with k digits of accuracy, i.e., with accuracy ε = 10 −k , we must consider exponentially many boxes (∼ 10 k ). In plain words, this method is only applicable when we want to know the desired quantity with a given accuracy (e.g., 10%). Cases when this approach is applicable. In practice, there are many problems when it is sufficient to compute a quantity with a given accuracy: e.g., when we detect an outlier, we usually do not need to know the variance with a high accuracy -an accuracy of 10% is more than enough.
Let us describe the case when interval computations do not lead to the exact range, but set computations do -of course, the range is "exact" modulo accuracy of the actual computer implementations of these sets. Example: estimating variance under interval uncertainty. Suppose that we know the intervals x 1 , . . . , x n of possible values of x 1 , . . . , x n , and we need to compute the range of the variance V = 1
A natural way to compute V is to compute the intermediate sums
x i . We start with M 0 = E 0 = 0; once we know the pair
Since the values of M k and E k only depend on x 1 , . . . , x k and do not depend on x k+1 , we can conclude that if (M k , E k ) is a possible value of the pair and x k+1 is a possible value of this variable, then (
) is a possible value of (M k+1 , E k+1 ). So, the set p 0 of possible values of (M 0 , E 0 ) is the single point (0, 0), and once we know the set p k of possible values of (M k , E k ), we can compute p k+1 as
For k = n, we will get the set p n of possible values of (M, E). Based on this set, we can then find the exact range of the variance V = 1
What C should we choose to get the results with an accuracy ε · V ? On each step, we add the uncertainty of 1/C. So, after n steps, we add the inaccuracy of n/C. Thus, to get the accuracy n/C ≈ ε, we must choose C = n/ε.
What is the running time of the resulting algorithm? We have n steps; at each step, we need to analyze C 3 combinations of subintervals for E k , M k , and x k+1 . Thus, overall, we need n · C 3 steps, i.e., n 4 /ε 3 steps. For fixed accuracy C ∼ n, we need O(n 4 ) steps -a polynomial time, and for ε = 1/10, the coefficient at n 4 is still 10 3 -quite feasible. For example, for n = 10 values and for the desired accuracy ε = 0.1, we need 10 3 · n 4 ≈ 10 7 computational steps -"nothing" for a Gigaherz (10 9 operations per second) processor on a usual PC. For n = 100 values and the same desired accuracy, we need 10 4 · n 4 ≈ 10 12 computational steps, i.e., 10 3 seconds (15 minutes) on a Gigaherz processor. For n = 1000, we need 10 15 steps, i.e., 10 6 seconds -12 days on a single processor or a few hours on a multi-processor machine.
In comparison, the exponential time 2 n needed in the worst case for the exact computation of the variance under interval uncertainty, is doable (2 10 ≈ 10 steps) for n = 10, but becomes unrealistically astronomical (2 100 ≈ 10 30 steps) already for n = 100. Comment. When the accuracy increases to ε = 10 −k , we get an exponential increase in running time -but this is OK since, as we have mentioned, the problem of computing variance under interval uncertainty is, in general, NPhard. Other statistical characteristics. Similar algorithms can be presented for computing many other statistical characteristics [1] .
Systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) under interval uncertainty. A general system of ODEs has the formẋ
Interval uncertainty usually means that the exact functions f i are unknown, we only know the expressions of f i in terms of parameters, and we have interval bounds on these parameters.
There are two types of interval uncertainty: we may have global parameters whose values are the same for all moments t, and we may have parameters whose values may differ at different moments of time -but always within given intervals. In general, we have a system of the typė
where f i is a known function, and we know the intervals a j and b j (t) of possible values of a i and b j (t).
For the general system of ODEs, Euler's equations take the form To predict the values x i (T ) at a moment T , we need n = T /∆t iterations.
To update the values, we need to consider all possible combinations of m+k+l variables x 1 (t), . . . , x m (t), a 1 , . . . , a k , b 1 (t) , . . . , b l (t); so, to predict the values at moment T = n · ∆t in the future for a given accuracy ε > 0, we need the running time n · C m+k+l ∼ n k+l+m+1 . This is still polynomial in n.
Towards extension to p-boxes and classes of probability distributions. Often, in addition to the interval x i of possible values of the inputs x i , we also have partial information about the probabilities of different values x i ∈ x i . An exact probability distribution can be described, e.g., by its cumulative distribution function (cdf) F i (z) = Prob(x i ≤ z). In these terms, a partial information means that instead of a single cdf, we have a class F of possible cdfs.
A practically important particular case of this partial information is when, for each z, instead of the exact value F (z), we know an interval F(z) = [F (z), F (z)]
of possible values of F (z). Such an "interval-valued" cdf is called a probability box, or a p-box, for short; see, e.g., [2] . Propagating p-box uncertainty via computations: a problem. Once we know the classes F i of possible distributions for x i , and data processing algorithms f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), we would like to know the class F of possible resulting distributions for y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) . Idea. For problems like systems of ODEs, it is sufficient to keep and update, for all t, the set of possible joint distributions for the tuple (x 1 (t), . . . , a 1 , . . .) . Conclusions. In many practical situations, for each quantity x i , we only know the upper bound ∆ i on the measurement error ∆x i def = x i − x i ; in this case, once we know the measurement result x i , the only information that we have about the actual (unknown) value x i is that it belongs to the interval
For each quantity y = f (x 1 , . . . , x n ), different values x i ∈ x i lead, in general, to different values y; it is therefore desirable to find the range y of all such values. In this paper, we show that for many problems, we can efficiently compute this range if we follow the original computation of y step-by-step with a rough set instead of a collection of exact values: we start with a box x 1 × . . . × x n , and then estimate rough sets corresponding to each intermediate result.
